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	Products
	Dataminr Pulse


Enables businesses to plan for and respond to multidimensional risks—from physical and cyber to operational and geopolitical—that impact their people, critical assets and operations.

	First Alert


Alerts first responders to breaking events, enabling the fastest real-time response.

	Dataminr for News


Helps journalists in over 1,500 newsrooms to break news on the stories that matter most to their audiences.
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Infographic

The Convergence of Cyber and Physical Risks: A Growing Threat
 See what cyber-physical threats entail and how organizations can use Dataminr Pulse for Cyber Risk to safeguard themselves against those risks.


Learn more 








	AI Platform
	Partners

Partners


Dataminr partners can leverage our groundbreaking real-time AI platform to expand the breadth of their product offerings, enter new industry verticals, market segments and geographies and accelerate business results.



	Platform


Leverage Dataminr's market-leading AI platform—which processes billions of public data units daily to deliver real-time alerts on high-impact events and emerging risks—to deliver enhanced value for your customers across a broad array of use cases.

	Channel


Harness the power of real-time information discovery to unlock new market opportunities—for you and your customers.
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Insight

3 Key Pillars of Business Resilience
 Organizational, technological and operational resilience are key pillars to building overall business resilience, says survey of global senior business leaders.


Learn more 








	Resources
	Resource center



	Blog



	Events






Resource by topic

	Business Resilience
	Cybersecurity
	Security Operations 
	Public Sector 





Resource by type

	On-demand Webinars
	Case Studies
	Insights
	Ebooks
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Video

AI in Action: A Conversation With Amtrak
 
Learn more 








	Company
	About us


Dataminr’s AI platform delivers the earliest warnings on high impact events and critical information far in advance of other sources.

	Social good


Humanitarian organizations and nonprofits can know first, act faster and better serve the world's most vulnerable.




	Customers
	DEI
	Leadership
	Press
	Contact us
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Blog

Harnessing the Power of LLMs and Multi-modal Foundation Models in Dataminr’s AI Platform
 Large language models (LLMs) and multi-modal foundation models serve as the basis of the predictive and generative components in Dataminr’s AI platform. 


Learn more 








	Careers

Careers


Join our team—and help organizations harness the power of real-time information.



	Sales


Accelerate our next phase of growth. 

	Engineering


Build world-class products with real-world impacts. 

	View All Roles


Join our team and help organizations leverage AI-powered real-time information to mitigate risk
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Announcement

DEI Impact Report: Diversity, Equity and Inclusion at Dataminr
 Dataminr’s inaugural DEI Impact Report, which showcases the work we’ve done and continue to do to create a more diverse, equitable and inclusive workplace.


Learn more 















Support


Login 

Request a demo
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Home Pulse Dataminr Pulse for Corporate Security Geovisualization
 

Connect the dots faster with geovisualization

Unlock the power of rich visual data and the context needed to respond faster and more proactively to evolving events. 

REQUEST A DEMO
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Dataminr Pulse’s global and hyperlocal coverage detects and translates signals in 150+ languages from within more than 1 million public data sources to generate real-time alerts on emerging risks—offering an unmatched view of the risk landscape, plus the context needed to respond effectively. 
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With Dataminr Pulse, you can save custom views so you can analyze how an event unfolded over time and provide summaries to help stakeholders. 
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Geovisualization brings the relationship between data points to life, making real-time alerts more actionable at a glance via a modern map interface. 















Respond to extreme weather events with precision and clarity

With additional data layers from providers such as NWS and IBM Weather, your team can visualize hurricane paths, active alert zones and storm impact areas—enabling you to respond proactively to major weather events and maintain an accurate line of sight as they unfold.

Beyond anticipated landfalls and storm trajectories, with Dataminr Pulse you can monitor the cascading effects of tropical activity—including storm surges and power outages—and how these events could impact your business.
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Newsletter
Risk in real time

Sign up for our monthly newsletter for the latest on security and business trends, news and insights.

SUBSCRIBE
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See the power of Dataminr


 
Get a firsthand look at how our AI platform helps you know first, so you can act faster.

Request a demo
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 Dataminr is one of New York's top private technology companies, with employees across six global offices.
 


Be the next success story
Request a demo 





AI Platform
Harness the power of AI
 


Dataminr Pulse
For Businesses
 


First Alert
For Public Sector Organizations
 


Dataminr for News
For Newsroom
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